Thomas Smith Deputy Surveyor
WHO WAS THOMAS SMITH?
DID HE FUNCTION AS A DEPUTY SURVEYOR?
SHORT ANSWER:
He was an Upper Canada surveyor examined and appointed
a Deputy Surveyor in Upper Canada
Also the Deputy Surveyor who laid out Detroit in 1805
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Quick look back

Detroit – founded by (Antoine de la Mothe) Cadillac in 1701
•
•
•
•
•
•

Named new fort - Fort Pontchartrain after his benefactor
Jérôme Phélypeaux, comte de Pontchartrain, Secretary of State of Maison du Roi
(Household of the King) King Louis XIV, and as Navy Minister, as did his father
Promoted settlement in NA – partly to block English settlement west of Atlantic coast

In 1718 New Orleans founded in Louisiana (to enforce claims of France west of Mississippi)
Also named large lake just north of village “Lake Pontchartrain”
Louis XIV died 1715; his brother’s son became Regent (acting king)
– until Louis XV reached majority
Pontchartrain’s son appointed to replace him as
Secretary of State of the Maison du Roi;
Cadillac’s fortunes did not fare well after 1715

By 1740’s called Fort Detroit

Thomas Smith 1816 Map of Detroit(right)
as of 1796. Indicates his drafting ability
that imposed old fort layout on 1805 street
plan, which is still the current street plan.
[Red rectangle estimates location of
1749 Fort Detroit, about 5+ acres]
(1701 Ft. Pontchartrain about 1 acre
1715 Ft. Michilimackinac about 2 acres)

Background 1:

Detroit – 1701
Note stream in background

Detroit – 1763 – Bellin [dimensioned ~ 5 acres]
Excellent French cartographer; plagiarism ?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Detroit – fire totally destroyed town June 24th 1805.

Detroit – 1749 – De Lery

After 4 hours – only Fort Shelby itself remained standing
Very narrow streets enabled spreading - most only 14 or 15 feet - widest 20 feet
About 100 houses plus other buildings
– covering 20 acres – about 900 x 1000 feet
Detroit – (1749 copy of )
Village of about 500 inhabitants
1702 Cadillac Map
Many farmers on their Private Claims up and down river unaffected directly
About 1 acre
Impact was commercial effect of no stores, supplies, etc.
Detroit River Map - 1815
• Seen on next slide
• Detroit still mostly rural at that date

Background 2:

Detroit – fire totally destroyed town - June 24th 1805
Territory of Michigan : Per Northwest Ordinance of 1787
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

First step to statehood
Created in March; appointed Governor, Judges, and Secretary
Not arrive until end of the June
Governor William Hull – of Massachusetts/ Connecticut
Quebec ribbon farms - 2016;
Chief Judge Augustus Woodward – of Washington, DC
1815 Detroit PC’s
• Good friend of Thomas Jefferson who had appointed him
very similar
• Ungainly, tall, delighted being eccentric, big nose, slovenly
Associate Judge Frederick Bates - Only official living in Detroit
• Also from Virginia; attorney
Associate Judge no-shows: Huntinton/Sprigg of Ohio declined
Black “dots” are houses
• (Associate Judge John Griffin appointed in 1806)
of Private Claims both
Secretary Griswold – never got along; left by 1808
sides of Detroit and
• Only Woodward, Bates and Griswold had streets
the river
named for them in original plan

Woodward:
No known portrait, only a caricature

Detroit River - 1815 – British
Capt. W.F.W. Owen

Recovery efforts begin
•

Within 2 weeks citizens had plan – also use the Commons
•

•

Formerly Crown Land (defensive posture); became Public Lands (US the sovereign)

Persuaded by new officials - wait two weeks. Best contemporary account (Hull to
Secretary of State Madison, Aug. 3RD ) “We immediately fixed on a plan … employed best
surveyor we could find in the country [vicinity] to lay out the streets, squares, and lots.”

•

In time frame - Land Board/Commissioners appointed, 1804 – examine/ report on all
claims under French and English grants - focus on claims actually possessed/ improved
•
•
•
•
•

•

All records destroyed; only possible records in Quebec – in French
Effectively they could decide and assign title; territorial officials became Land Board
By 1807 Congress also passed statute to survey all the parcels
Surveyed 1808-1810 - Aaron Greeley, DS, “Surveyor of Private Claims”
1807 Treaty of Detroit – Gov. Hull

Farmer’s and Woodford’s History: “Judge Woodward was appointed a standing
committee of one to lay out the new town agreeable to the plan adopted
•

His Britannic Majesty's surveyor, Thomas Smith, was brought
over from Upper Canada to assist in that arduous undertaking.”

Maps: Upper right – 1817 GLO Plat, T2S-R12E
Detroit and the Commons and PC’s

Lower right – 1812 Greeley PC’s, Lib. of Congress

Detroit, the Commons, PC’s, and 10,000 Ac. Tract
Township lines shown, c. 1817

Lower left – 1810 Greeley PC’s, State Archives

Detroit (per 1805 Plan), the Commons and PC’s

Whose Plan?
•

Judge Woodward given credit - his biographer said criticism centered on him
•
•

•
•

1807 - Woodward writes Madison - “unquestionably handsome, and appropriate.”
Woodward intelligent (called brilliant), strongest personality of five Territorial officials
•
•

•
•

•

Graduated at 15 (19?) - BA degree - Columbia College (then studied law, an attorney and judge)
Received a classical education - accepted wide range of subjects, including Greek, Latin
Mathematics then typically part of a classical curriculum
Also learned French; great help in Detroit as many inhabitants spoke only French
Would apply (at least geometry) to formulate his plan
No evidence or hint he ever studied or practiced surveying, except his one claim (later)

Woodward Biographer - Woodford said:
“decisive but impatient … saw everything in the clear light of ultimate achievement”
More the architect than the mason building slowly on solid foundations
Flamboyant impetuosity led to quick conclusions
May have been correct but left him standing solitary and lonely
Took too long for his associates and the public to catch up to him
Hull’s role - “Commander of the Army of the Northwest” (U.S. troops - Great Lakes area)
• Surrendered Detroit without a fight to the British during the War of 1812
• Seen by many as dishonorable
• In contrast: Woodward stayed in the fort after the surrender
• Asserted his role as an official representative of the US government in US territory
• Hull replaced by Lewis Cass 1815
•
•
•
•

•

But joint responsibility by all officials
Being the author, it was called the Woodward Plan

The New Plan of Detroit 1
•

Devised plan - ambitious for a small town
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

As can be seen - rigidly geometric; to be oriented cardinally
•
•
•

•

Many copies – 3 versions: 1805-1807 – many later copies
This is the 1805 plan
SW quadrant changed in later plans – expansion of rectangular pattern
Land Board/Officials would change lot numbers
• Confusion to owners since lots already sold
• Lists were made to keep track of sequence
• Difficult to understand why with attorneys on Board.
Suitable for large city
Could be expanded over time
Woodward’s thinking, not Smith’s
Smith’s experience - laying out square and rectangular townships and
town sites with a Surveyors Compass and chain, generally large parcels.
Has due North and due East lines with 30° increments
Some attribute it to L’Enfant’s plan for Washington, DC
DC more random, or less geometrically rigid - many streets radiating
diagonally from squares superimposed on a rectangular street pattern

Angling streets radiating diagonally from squares –
feature adopted by Woodward from L’Enfant plan.

The New Plan of Detroit 2
Pierre Charles L’Enfant’s Plan for Washington, DC
•
•
•
•

Much less rigidly geometrically
Several diagonal streets - most from squares
Overlaid on rectangular blocks
DC was a square with corners oriented cardinally –
seen as a diamond shape

L’Enfant’s original 1791 plan
L’Enfant’s plan as revised by
Andrew Ellicott 1792 (above)

Washington, DC 1791 plan as
surveyed by Andrew Ellicott,
Benjamin Banneker and
others in 1791;
a 10-mile square (left),
corners oriented cardinally

The New Plan of Detroit 2
•

Devised plan - ambitious for a small town
•
•

•

As can be seen - rigidly geometric; cardinal orientation envisioned
•
•

•

Probably controlled by the Indian Trail in the Commons
Held as N30°W; fixed the orientation of remainder of streets

Intended to be repeating pattern
•
•
•

•

Many copies – 3 versions: 1805-1806-1807
Many later copies – an infatuation of many

Adjoining squares continuing to the right and left
Mirror images adjoining at the top
Expanding pattern - could be extended as far/long as needed

Deduced from various accounts – began layout by mid-July.

• But who is this seemingly second-string participant in surveying activities
“…brought over from Upper Canada
to assist in that arduous undertaking?”

•

Many liked to redraw this plan
•
•
•
•
•
•

A level of infatuation to surveyors
And draftsmen
Judd – 1824
• (Position uncertain)
John Mullett, drew it without dimensions
• City Surveyor ~1830 (Plat)
John Silas drew it – detailed dimensions
• City Surveyor ~1835 (Plat)
Continued into late 19TH century

Various changes over time, 1830
plat above – mostly seen as
rectangular blocks in “SW” corner

At Last - The Main Character
•

Thomas Smith had come to Canada from Wales (born in 1754)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Deputy Surveyor in Upper Canada
•

•

Uncertain whether SG of Canada directed any surveys in British Colonies (New England) before Revolutionary War
Did see square township patterns in New England as in Canada
Terms also used in Thirteen Colonies before the Revolutionary War
Thus, terms/positions - Surveyor General and Deputy Surveyor - still familiar after the Revolutionary War
Incorporated into “Land Ordinance of 1785” - established Rectangular Survey System (or Public Land Survey System)

Distinct difference - in Canada both were surveyors by some level education/experience
•
•

•

Smith appointed a DS twice, by Lower Canada (Quebec) in 1785 and by Upper Canada (Ontario) in 1799

Canada used same terms - Surveyor General and Deputy Surveyor as US in that period
•
•
•
•
•

•

By 1776 - in Sandwich (present-day Windsor, Essex County, Upper Canada, now Ontario)
In that era surveyors not survey full time, also did other types of work to earn money
Become: Merchant, Surveyor, Soldier, Public Servant (Justice of the Peace, Member of UC House of Assembly)
By 1805 - became known to the Territorial Officials - directly across from Detroit
Granted 1,200 acres by the British government, received 4.5 acres in payments for doing surveys, and bought at least 800
additional acres; died March 3, 1833 in Sandwich (at age 79)
Also had tavern S of Sandwich - on road to Fort Amerstburgh - “Belleperche” (Fr - “nice perch”, a play to the many longresiding French inhabitants and to the troops, a place to stop and rest. Tavern attached to house, rural, a large farm

Not true for all US Deputy Surveyors
Some US DS’s had some level of survey education - others gained knowledge only by experience
- working under a Deputy Surveyor

Many Surveyors General of US GLO surveys were political appointees (no knowledge of surveying required)
•
•

Some experienced in administrative management - performed well (Edward Tiffin)
US not emphasize prerequisite need for education/knowledge in surveying as did Canada (reflecting English standards)

Becoming a DS in Canada
•
•

Appointment as DS - needed to be examined and approved by the Surveyor General
From a 1792 account, Lewis Grant (having studied surveying at a college in Aberdeen, Scotland) was examined by
William Chewett, Acting Surveyor General of Canada, as follows:
•
•

•

The examination lasted three days, 25 to 27 August 1792.
•
•

•

“In the necessary parts of arithmetic … of geometry and trigonometry.
In the necessary parts of surveying, such as;
• Surveying a regular or irregular field by the Circumferentor [surveyors compass] or chain, and finding the contents
[area] of the same.
• Surveying a small river on the ice, and protracting the same, by the theodolite and traverse table [plotting the same to
scale]. Surveying a large river, intersecting its opposite side [triangulating] and protracting the same by the
theodolite and traverse table [a table of latitudes/departures, by 1/4° increments; for compasses, not theodolites].
• Surveying and laying out a township, regular or irregular [square or rectangular townships of set patterns, analogous
to the U.S. PLSS] and protracting the same, by the theodolite, traverse table and sector.
• In fixing a meridian [from true astronomical north azimuth] and finding the variation of the compass.
• In finding the latitude by the sun's meridian altitude [which would include determining the sun’s declination for
day/time of observation from an ephemeris].
• In leveling, for the purpose of making aqueducts [signifying a channel that was designed to flow downhill], etc., etc.”
The Deputy Surveyor took an oath of performance to:
“act impartially … as far as my knowledge doth extend in the science of surveying.”
Also determined “the sufficiency of his surveying instruments” Clearly each DS had his own instruments

Such a thorough evaluation would cover a fair amount of licensure examination material today for an applicant
seeking to become a Professional Surveyor in Michigan
•

Reasonable to conclude Smith was a qualified surveyor

•

How was the New Plan of Detroit laid out? - 1

John Gentle wrote disrespectful personal attacks in a newspaper against
Governor/Judges, but especially against Woodward for the surveying
•
•
•
•

•

•

Scottish non-citizen merchant; lost £500 in fire; wanted donation lot
Woodward ( judge/ appointed rep of federal government) refused to naturalize
Gentle, considered application subterfuge to acquire property
Woodward sued for libel; won; Gentile fled to Sandwich - “crossed the river”
“After a few days preparing their apparatus on contiguous height; judge placed his
instruments, astronomical and astrological, on a huge stone; for 30 days/nights
viewed diurnal evolutions of the planets, visible and invisible…”
“To his profound observations of the heavenly regions the world is indebted for
discovery of streets, alleys, circles, angles, and squares of this magnificent city”

Woodward wrote James Madison (1807) - [a true confession of fact:]
•
•

•
•

Woodward envisioned cardinal orientation applied to his
geometric patterns
“I assisted him [Smith in 1805] in taking a meridian line
from which all the others were run - taken from one solar
observation - one sidereal observation on night of same day
- within 14 or 15 hours from the first” Probably by the 19TH
Such details by Woodward allow determining about when
observations were made
Solar observation = for latitude (noon) - enabled Smith to
reduce sidereal (stellar) observation for bearing to Polaris;
at Western Elongation - dependent on latitude
• Time interval between them suggests made close to
the middle of July (varies by date through the year)

•

How was the New Plan of Detroit laid out? - 2
Smith 51 years old in 1805
•
•
•
•

•

Woodward too busy with Territorial and Court matters to offer much help
•

•

But in 1819 Smith himself wrote to the Detroit Land Board that Detroit had been laid
off [casting a different and insightful meaning on how the survey was made]
“…according to an idea suggested by Mr. Justice Woodward [to Smith] which required
more than ordinary pains [by Smith] to be rendered practicable”
Practicable meant defining the details of streets, squares, blocks, lots, alleys and
dimensions before his field work to lay it off on the ground
Also meant drafting the plat from the “idea suggested” as he had drafting equipment
Several versions by others exist – no copy of Smith’s survives
Smith most likely used his chainmen (“chain-bearers” – Upper Canada survey jargon)

What instruments did Smith use to lay out the New Plan?
•

•
•

•
•
•

Plan complex – Gentle’s hyperbole, void of understanding, claimed they were
“measuring/unmeasuring, arranging/ deranging, for two full months” and “judge went
to work again with his instruments, measured commons over and over for about three
weeks more.” But discloses accurate insight into how the surveying progressed
Surveyors Compass and chain seem inadequate for the job.
Laying out angling streets, forming equilateral (and right-angle) triangles, rectangular
lots in triangular blocks, open public spaces, several streets radiating out from a circle
(the “Grand Circus”) would all be a challenge at that time;

1816 Theodolite
Theodolite assigned to Detroit (under British control) –Smith - by 1791 - seems absolutely necessary to accurately achieve this
layout; need vernier to minutes
Smith confirms had Theodolite, 1819 Detroit Land Board letter “Theodolite I sent expressly for use of the Town [most likely
1805] - left in charge of Mr. Ball is purposely mutilated/damaged so as to be utterly useless, and which cost me 150 dollars ”
By 1780s theodolites had telescopes/graduated circles with 1-3 minute verniers (see 1816 theodolite)

How was the New Plan of Detroit laid out? - 3
•

Layout of the plan by Smith
•
•
•
•

•

A straight forward method would be to measure due West on C/L Michigan to
C/L Michigan [the approach I would have used]
•
•
•

•
•

•

Smith had determined true meridian to meet Woodward’s vision – Washington,
DC, which he admired had such orientation
Overriding figure is central equilateral triangle (special case of isosceles triangle) of
4,000 feet; layout defined by perpendicular bisectors
Bisectors formed 30-60 mirror-image triangles; easy to compute distance to the
“stone” at common intersection point of bisectors (Campus Martius)
Smith must have started at that point once defined

Distance/ direction already known; from established center of Campus Martius
Next, turn 90° left, measure due North along C/L Washington 2,000 feet to center of
Grand Circus
From that point would readily stake off the major C/Ls – S30°W (Macomb Ave),
S30°E (Woodward Ave), S60°E (Broadway Ave), due East (Madison Ave), N60°E
(Adams Ave)
Chain used – equivalent values from feet easy conversion for surveyor, possibly to
tenth of link (reasonable level of accuracy)
Google Earth Pro indicates bearings of North, East, 30° SE, 60°SE and NE achieved
by turning angles from original meridian; consistently within 10 minutes (values
within 2 minutes to 12 minutes), not achievable with Surveyors Compass

Returning to radius point in Grand Circus multiple times
•
•

Laying out the various blocks within each 30-60 triangle would be time consuming
To uniformed public would seem to be repetitious surveying – as reported by
Gentle in disparaging Woodward – no other reasonable method

What was achieved?

Some public spaces remain –
see parks, libraries, etc.
Hard to “see” plan at street
level, very large scale
•

•

•
•

Note - Private Claims (PC’s 1 and 55) truncated original plan

Plan never extended - Private Claims to each side privately owned individuals reluctant to have them cobbled up as parts of a
repeating plan that didn’t neatly conform to their boundaries
• New plats would all conform to long narrow PCs

Already laid out but John Farmer (City Surveyor) computed detailed dimensions (above left)
• He must have used logs (numbers and trig functions); computed distances in feet down to 3, and a few to 4, decimal places
• Land Board records indicate discussing monumentation of control points with squared granite stones
• Also show Thomas Smith bought lots in Detroit – some valuable waterfront lots
Silas Farmer also reported Thomas Smith had two daughters
• Married two prominent Detroit business men

Epilogue
•

•

•

2004 - Marty Dunn recovered stone monument for 1805 layout survey of Detroit by Smith in
center of Campus Martius
• Quarried granite monument, or pillar, 8 inches square x 6 feet long (now secured in
manhole/ glass cover/in paved plaza of Campus Martius
• Farmer memorialized it as a large stone, embellished in myth/reports of witnesses who
sat on it in their youth
• Not suitable as survey monument - too large over which a theodolite could be set up
• Smith, Provincial DS, like US DS’s in the PLSS, most likely first set a squared wood
post
Land Board - 1820 - much consideration given to monumenting points in the original plan
• June 8, 1819 several resolutions - included requirements for stone monuments, - to be
planted and fixed …on the avenues … stone[s] at least 4 feet long, 1 foot broad and 1
foot thick
• 1821 - continued survey work by Smith: “Requisition, T. Smith, 1821: Public looks to
Mr. S. for to rectify the errors that have crept into the survey of the city, but surely
they cannot suppose that he is accountable for the several changes made by different
surveyors during sixteen years without his knowledge. Required that the city chain be
sent to the blacksmith to be adjusted … One chamfered stone a foot square to be set in
the line of Jefferson Avenue at the angle of the principal base, 5 or 6 feet long”
Additional note: April 1821 - Hervey Parke (GLO DS), walked from New York in 16 days,
passed through Detroit along Woodward Avenue, on his way to Pontiac seeking PLSS
survey contracts
• In vicinity of Grand Circus (then vacant land) he “… observed four upright large
stone of quarried granite, placed in the form of a square, five or six rods from each
other, said to be for the purpose of starting points for measurements on the angle
[bearings] for streets”

Epilogue - 2

2-story-House
1- story Tavern
to left
then Windmill
•

UC DS’s: Aaron Greeley appointed 1797; Thomas Smith 1799
• Greeley also US DS, surveys PC’s 1808-1810; makes large map 36” x 80”
• Now at State Archives mounted in six sections (see two above)
• Shows PC’s, Commons area, names of claimants
• They were friends – Greeley shows Smiths house, tavern, and windmill
across river SE’ly of Sandwich toward Amerstburgh
• The Remon Commission has written the State Archives asking them to
scan the PC field books and map for Seeking Michigan.org
•

Private Claims (at right) from MSPS Instructions Book
• Redrawn by Greeley (1812, smaller) – Library of Congress

About 1/6TH of
1810 map

